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Built Weather-Tough! Professional-grade, high-performance panels with

Kynar 500 fluoropolymer coating beautifully withstand harsh winds and water, and

other destructive weather. Unlike wood, compressed particle board or fiber cement,

Cedarwood won’t absorb moisture.

Enduring Beauty Cedarwood’s naturally beautiful variegated colouring is

fusion sealed to the aluminum. It won’t chip, flake or peel like painted wood

or other materials, and never needs to be painted or touched up. And, unlike fiber

cement or compressed particle boards, Cedarwood professional-grade siding

doesn’t require unsightly seam caulking or joint moulds.

Added Dimension The extra-deep 1/2" butt height of Cedarwood aluminum

adds greater dimension and style with dramatic shadow lines.

Crisp, Clean Lines While fiber cement and compressed particle boards typically

require caulked joints, Cedarwood aluminum siding “seams” are crisp and clean.

Carefree Maintenance Unlike fiber cement and compressed particle boards

that may require recaulking every two years and periodic repainting, or wood siding

that typically needs repainting every five to seven years, Cedarwood aluminum

demands not much more than an occasional rinse with a garden hose—perfect for

today’s lifestyle!

Peace of Mind Cedarwood aluminum siding is backed by a lifetime limited,

transferable warranty with chalk and colour change protection*—further peace of

mind you have chosen a superior product from a trusted manufacturer.

Quality-Crafted for Exceptional Performance Choosing a

beautiful exterior for your home presents exciting possibilities. While you may

already have some ideas in mind, superb craftsmanship, lasting beauty, easy upkeep

and genuine value—along with the reputation of the manufacturer—are important considerations

when comparing one product to the next.

Cedarwood professional-grade siding from Gentek is an excellent choice for your

home. The exceptional style and strength of this heavy-duty exterior will meet your

every expectation for enduring elegance and easy-care living.

*See warranty for complete details.
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Higher Expectations...Extraordinary Results Industry-leading technology

and innovation. Craftsmanship unrivaled in quality and performance. Outstanding products.

Impeccable service. The confidence and trust of every customer, every day.

For more than 40 years, Gentek Building Products has manufactured siding and

accessories in beautiful styles and exquisite colours. With durable finishes that are easy to

maintain. Backed by exceptional warranties that deliver lasting protection and excellent

value. Giving you the expertise and personal touch—that make us truly a part of your home.
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Understated Elegance
The rich earth tones and authentic texture of Cedarwood® aluminum

siding will readily summon the warmth and simplicity of gracious

living. Cedarwood’s convincing wood-like appearance is the result

of our patented Colour Fusion coating process. Intertwining natural

hues in non-repeating patterns create the beautiful variegated tonal

colouring of genuine cedar. As distinctive as each tree in the forest,

this unique finish will singularly define your well-appointed home.

Beautifully Protective
Cedarwood’s exquisite appearance is as strong as it is

beautiful. Beginning with a heavy-duty, professional-

grade aluminum core, each panel is “weather-sealed”

in Fluropon®—a resilient Kynar 500® coating specially

formulated to resist staining, mildew and dirt. You can trust

Cedarwood to stand up strong despite punishing weather. Frigid

temperatures, searing sun, and blasting winds are no match

for its commanding strength. Cedarwood also is warranted

against excessive chalking or colour change*—further

assurance that your home will look great for years to come.

Premium Beauty Faithful to the distinctive beauty of genuine

cedar, Cedarwood presents a natural-looking wood finish in a strong

and durable aluminum construction. Cedarwood’s intertwining warm

hues combined with a handsome wood-grain texture will lend the

perfect measure of elegance to your home.



Be Inspired Something happens when beautiful colours, inviting texture and

personal chemistry mix. A home develops character, a sense of style that reflects the

conversations at the breakfast table, the together time at the end of the day or the

spirited hours in between. From warm and classic to casual and contemporary—

your home is all about you.

Easy to Maintain
Cedarwood aluminum siding requires minimal maintenance. You can

forget about scraping and painting or struggling with ladders. Just a

simple rinse with a garden hose will remove most airborne dust and

dirt. In most cases, your siding will clean up quickly and easily.

Timeless Style
Choose from Double 5" Clapboard

and 7" Vertical V-Groove profiles

to heighten the character and

style of your home. The earthy,

multitone colouring and traditional

designs effortlessly convey warmth and charm.

Planning for the Future
Like many people, your home may be your most important investment.

If you consider the time and money spent repainting year after year,

you’ll see why siding is a smart choice. Cedarwood’s easy upkeep

and attractive appearance can enhance the “curb appeal” of your home

while improving its overall value. And in today’s resale market, a

low-maintenance exterior can be an important amenity.

Chestnut
Brown

Tawny OakAspen Gray Maple Tan Coastal
Redwood

Colour Palette

Accentuate the architecture of

your home with coordinating

soffit, fascia and trim.

Beautifully crafted exterior

accessories will give your

home a distinctive touch of

personality and visual appeal.
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All Gentek siding is manufactured at plants that have
earned ISO 9001:2000 certification for meeting or
exceeding quality management standards recognized
by more than 140 countries.

This achievement translates into better consistency
and higher quality products while also increasing
overall cost efficiency.

A Lifetime of Protection
Your investment in Cedarwood aluminum siding is backed by

a lifetime limited, transferable warranty with chalk and colour

change protection. Not only is it a premier siding product, it also

carries one of the strongest warranties in the industry.

*For complete warranty information, including limitations,

ask your dealer for a copy of the Cedarwood aluminum

siding warranty.


